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“For decades, state government shifted the burden of providing 
for state employees’ retirement to future Legislatures.  As a result, 
KPERS has a shortfall of more than $8 billion.  That’s a huge hole, 

and the first rule of getting out of any hole is to ‘stop digging.’”

– Governor Sam Brownback, 2012 State of the State Address1

Three years after Governor Brownback made that 
statement, he once again reminded the Legislature, 
in his 2015 State of the State Address, that “the 
unfunded liability in KPERS vastly exceeds any 
issues with our year-to-year budget.  It dwarfs ev-
ery other item on the state balance sheet.”2   At the 
end of calendar year 2015, the unfunded liability 
stood at $8.5 billion, an amount lower than its all-
time high of $10.2 billion in 2012.  The long-term 
growth of the unfunded liabilities had concerned 
state lawmakers for almost two decades, but the 
most aggressive steps to remedy the underfunding 
came with legislation passed in 2011, the first legis-
lative session of the Brownback era.

From a fiscal policy perspective, the unfunded lia-
bility of KPERS matters because, by system design, 
the employer contribution rate acts as an automat-
ic corrective mechanism for the financial integrity 
of the promises made to the members of KPERS.  
The employers that contribute represent the vari-
ous taxpayer-funded units of Kansas government: 
state-government employees, public school system 
employees, local government employees, law en-
forcement and firefighter employees, and judges.

This primer traces the evolving fiscal impact of 
what reform-minded lawmakers of a quarter cen-
tury ago thought was a minor provision in an ef-
fort to enhance retirement benefits for then-current 

members of KPERS.  To help government-em-
ployers absorb the budgetary cost of the enhanced 
benefits, state lawmakers, with legislation passed in 
1993, placed a statutory cap on the annual growth 
rate of required government-employer contribu-
tions to the State/School and Local government re-
tirement programs.

The accumulated fiscal impact of this statutory cap 
remained hidden for many years, but began to man-
ifest itself in the year 2001.  Once the damaging 
fiscal impact became apparent, lawmakers acted 
in periodic, piecemeal efforts to repair the on-go-
ing fiscal damage—the chronic underfunding of 
KPERS.  However, because a retirement system 
can balance its finances over decade-long periods, 
Kansas lawmakers frequently have seemed content 
to defer action rather than embrace the full fiscal 
responsibility associated with resolving the under-
funding situation in a determined way.

Deferred legislative action has placed a significant 
financial burden on current-day Kansas taxpayers.  
For example, in 2015, Kansas taxpayers had to pay 
$588 million more in KPERS-related funding than 
would have been required if the system had never 
developed the unfunded liabilities associated with 
the State/School and Local government retirement 
programs: $477million for the State/School program 
and $111 million for the Local government program.

1 https://governor.kansas.gov/2012-state-of-the-state/
2 https://governor.kansas.gov/state-of-the-state-2015/
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Actuarial Accounting 
Chart 1 helps to document key financial facts related 
to KPERS underfunding (with specific reference to 
State/School program from 2001 through 2015)—
and it offers a foundation for explaining certain 
principles required to understand how pensions sys-
tems work from a financial perspective.  Chart 1 il-
lustrates three (conceptually) different components 
of the taxpayer payments used to fund the State/
School portion of KPERS.  Normally, pension actu-
aries would not think in terms of these three differ-
ent categories.  This primer created the categories 
for exposition purposes, because the 1993 legisla-
tion that expanded retirement benefits and imple-
mented a statutory cap on government-employer 
contribution rates made them relevant.  The three 
components have the following interpretations:

1. Normal Cost.  Pension actuaries focus on this 
fundamental concept.  The “normal cost” of fund-
ing each employee’s retirement benefits refers to the 
money that the pension system must set aside in a 
particular year to assure that the system can pay the 
benefits each employee earned in that year (even if 
each employee’s retirement remains years away).

2. Statutory Cost in Excess of Normal Cost.  The 
statutory cost in excess of the normal cost refers to 
the annual cost of an employee’s retirement benefits 
that the government-employer must pay because 
the system has not properly funded the annual nor-
mal cost.  This component, in large part, relates di-
rectly to the workings of the 1993 legislation that 
expanded retirement benefits for employees already 
in KPERS and placed a statutory cap on certain 
government-employer contribution rates.
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3. UAL in Excess of [Normal Cost + Statutory Cost 
in Excess of Normal Cost].  This item defines the 
unfunded actuarial liability (UAL) in excess of (1) 
plus (2).  It arose because the government-employers 
had not properly funded (1) plus (2).  Modern-day 
discussions of KPERS underfunding often distin-
guish between a government-employers’ “actuarial 
rate” compared to its “statutory rate.”  As discussed 
in more detail below, this distinction arose because 
the statutory cap legislation (as variously amended) 
created employer statutory contribution rates lower 
than the actuarially-determined contribution rates re-
quired to keep KPERS in long-run actuarial balance.

Understanding the budgetary significance of the three 
different components in Chart 1 requires a basic un-
derstanding of how KPERS’s actuaries make their es-
timates regarding system funding and the related deri-
vation of the government-employer contribution rates.

Pension mathematics has many moving parts, but has 
its foundation in the time value of money.  Using a 
given rate of interest (or return on investment), time-
value-of-money questions involve calculating the fu-
ture value of a sum of money invested over a speci-
fied set of future time periods or the present value of 
a sum of money that will not become available until a 
specified future time period.  The following equations 
demonstrate a basic example of each calculation using 
an interest rate of 8.0 percent, the rate KPERS’s ac-
tuaries consistently used over the past three decades.  

• Future Value of $1,000 in 10 years: 
$1,000 x (1.08)

10
 = $2,158.92

• Present Value (value today) of $2,158.92 avail-
able in 10 years: 
$2,158.92 ÷ (1.08)

10
 = $1,000

The design of the two example calculations shows 
the mathematical symmetry associated with future 
value and present value.  Actuaries use this symme-
try to construct a practical answer to a general ques-
tion: For each employee, how much money should 
a pension system set aside in the present in order to 
fund earned benefits that become available at some 
specific date in the future?

To answer that question, actuaries must calculate 
equations with much greater complexity than the 
simple examples used above, but the basic princi-
ple remains the same.  KPERS actuaries run their 
calculations annually.  Each year, the actuaries 
know specific information about each employee; 
information like the employee’s age, statistical life 
expectancy, accrued benefits, salary level, and sal-
ary-based benefit formula.  Actuaries combine this 
known information with specific assumptions about 
future salary increases, probability of changing 
jobs, date of retirement, and statistical life expec-
tancy at each age during retirement.

After running these calculations for each employee, 
KPERS’s actuaries can inform KPERS of the present 
value of the system’s assets and the present value of 
the system’s liabilities.  The pension system achieves 
actuarial balance when the present value of the assets 
and liabilities equal one another.  An underfunded 
system results when the present value of the system’s 
liabilities—the promised employee benefits—ex-
ceeds the present value of the system’s assets.  An 
overfunded system results when the present value of 
the assets exceeds the present value of the liabilities.

The “normal cost” component of Chart 1 represents 
an actuarial baseline—and, in this illustration, rep-
resents only the employer’s share of this cost.3   “In 

3  KPERS uses an entry age normal actuarial cost method.  Typically, the normal cost rate is split between the em-
ployee and the employer.  For example, in the case of KPERS, government employees hired after July of 2009 
must contribute six percent of their salary toward their pension benefits; the employees’ employer—the state 
government, local government, or school district—must contribute an amount equal to the normal cost rate 
less the employees’ six percent.  For the KPERS’s State/School program, based on the value of the plan’s as-
sets on December 31, 2015, the normal cost rate amounted to 8.31 percent.  Since the employees pay 6.00 per-
cent, the employer (taxpayer) rate was: 8.31 – 6.00 = 2.31 percent.  (KPERS, 2016 Annual Report, p. 88.) 
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theory,” as one textbook of pension mathematics 
states, “the actuarial accumulation of normal costs 
from entry age to retirement age will be equal to the 
liability for the employee’s pension benefit at retire-
ment (the retirement-date actuarial liability).  The 
experience of the plan, however, will not precisely 
match the underlying actuarial assumptions.”4 

In other words, a pension system’s most basic ob-
ligations represent an accumulation of current and 
past normal costs.  The system must have accumu-
lated enough assets, based on certain key assump-
tions driving the actuarial calculations, to fund the 
accumulated obligations.  However, an underfund-
ed (or overfunded) liability can arise even if the em-
ployees and employers have consistently contrib-
uted the normal cost rate, because the calculation 
of the normal cost rate relies on specific actuarial 
assumptions that may not consistently hold as time 
passes.  Still, with a disciplined commitment to 
actuarially required payments and annual recalcu-
lations of pension assets and liabilities, the system 
has the capacity to stay within a close approxima-
tion of actuarial balance.

Another important factor—one quite relevant for 
the fiscal history of KPERS—can disrupt the base-
line actuarial balance: a change in the benefits 
structure offered to current or past employees al-
ready participating in the system.  Such a change 
necessarily alters the precise actuarial mathematics 
of past normal-cost calculations.

According to the KPERS 1993 Annual Report 
(p. 3): “During the 1993 legislative session, the 
KPERS Omnibus Retirement Bill was passed into 
law, providing the most comprehensive package of 
benefit and funding enhancements in the history of 
the Retirement System.”  This expansion of bene-
fits necessarily made obsolete all former actuarial 
calculations.  In the KPERS system, re-establishing 

actuarial balance required either employees to con-
tribute more, employers to contribute more, or both.  
At the time, lawmakers decided that the burden 
should fall on employers—meaning Kansas tax-
payers.  (See Exhibit 2.)  However, lawmakers fur-
ther decided to place a legal limit (statutory cap) on 
how much government-employers (taxpayers) had 
to pay—even if the annual calculations of KPERS’s 
actuaries revealed that the employers should have 
paid more to keep the KPERS system in actuarial 
balance.

As argued in more detail below, the decision by 
lawmakers to place a statutory cap on the employer 
contribution rate had a significant influence on the 
growth of KPERS’s underfunded status.  KPERS’s 
actuaries put the matter into perspective in their 
1994  analysis:5 

  Kansas legislation with respect to KPERS pro-
vides that, for fiscal years beginning in 1995, the 
rates of contribution for State/School and Local 
certified by the [KPERS] Board may not increase 
by more than 0.1% of payroll over the prior year.

 . . .
  The funding objective of the plan is to establish 

contribution rates which over time will remain 
relatively level, as a percentage of payroll, and 
to pay off the unfunded liability by the year 2033.  
Due to significant increases in the liabilities in 
the current valuation and statutory limitations 
on the annual increase in the [employer] contri-
bution rate, the System will have to increase the 
statutory limitation on contribution rate increas-
es or extend the amortization period [beyond 
2033] for the unfunded liability if the financing 
goal is to be achieved.

In other words, the initial plan, as designed by 
Kansas lawmakers, could not work from an actu-
arial perspective.  The Legislature took note of this 

4  Howard E. Winklevoss, Pension Mathematics with Numerical Illustrations, 2nd Ed. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania   
Press, 1993), p. 79.

5 KPERS, 1994 Annual Report, pp. 54-55.
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critique and passed legislation in 1995 to raise the 
statutory cap on employer contributions for 1996 
and later.6  (See Exhibit 1.)

The existence of the statutory cap on employer 
contributions helps explain why contemporary dis-
cussions of the KPERS underfunding issue have fo-
cused on the “actuarial” rate that government-em-
ployers should pay versus the “statutory” rate that 
government-employers must pay.  Without the stat-
utory cap placed on employer contributions, actuar-
ies would make no such distinction, and the actuar-
ial rate would define the employer contribution rate.

Chart 1 illustrates the fiscal implications of this dis-
tinction for Kansas taxpayers.  Item (2) on the chart 

(statutory cost in excess of the normal cost) quanti-
fies, just for the State/School program, the actuarial 
requirements funded by the statutory rate in excess 
of the normal rate.  Item (3) on the chart (the UAL) 
quantifies the portion left unfunded because the ac-
tuarial rate exceeded the statutory rate.  In 2015, on 
Chart 1, item (3) essentially disappeared because—
after 20 years and several legislative adjustments—
the statutory rate finally rose to the level of the 
actuarial rate.  Had lawmakers more aggressively 
acted on the built-in imbalance when the actuaries 
identified it in 1994—perhaps by removing the em-
ployers’ statutory cap altogether—current-day tax-
payers would face a much lower KPERS-related tax 
burden, one perhaps much closer to the normal rate 
(approximately 2.3 percent instead of 13.2 percent).
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Causes of the Unfunded Actuarial
Liability
Actuaries use the so-called funded ratio as one use-
ful metric for evaluating the financial soundness of 
a pension system.  Chart 2 shows the year-to-year 
funded ratio for the different retirement systems 
managed under the KPERS umbrella.  A funded 
ratio divides the system’s actuarial value (or pres-
ent value) of its assets by the actuarial value of its 
liabilities.  A ratio of 1 (or 100 percent) indicates a 
system that has perfect actuarial balance.

Chart 2 reports that, since 1982, none of the dif-
ferent retirement systems managed by KPERS has 
achieved 100 percent actuarial balance.  However, 
despite some volatility, each of the systems had rel-
atively high funded ratios until the year 2000.  After 
2000, the State/School system and the Local Gov-
ernment system experienced persistent deteriora-
tion in their funded ratio.

The deterioration in the funded ratio had several 
causes, as discussed below.  The impact of the 2008 
financial crisis clearly shows up in the data on Chart 
2.  However, the financial crisis negatively impact-
ed all state pension systems.  Chart 2 shows that the 
decline in KPERS’s funded ratios began well before 
that.  Among the 50 states, Kansas has had among 
the worst funded ratios in recent history.  Based on 
data compiled by Morningstar, Inc., the investment 
research and investment management firm, Kan-
sas consistently ranked in the bottom-10 group of 
states in terms of its funded ratio from 2007 through 
2013.7  Data compiled by The Pew Charitable Trust 
indicate that Kansas broke out of the bottom-10 
group of states (to rank 34th) in 2014.8 

The funded ratio helps emphasize the notion of 
actuarial value discussed above and its operation-
al importance for the workings of defined-benefit 
retirement systems like KPERS.  The management 

of such systems must make sure that the long-term 
value of the assets matches the long-term value of 
the liabilities.

The KPERS system accumulates assets from three 
primary sources: the employees’ payments into the 
system, the employers’ payments into the system, 
and the investment income that system managers 
earn on the system’s accumulated assets.  The lia-
bilities, of course, consist of the stream of benefit 
payments promised by the KPERS retirement (and 
insurance) plans. 

Undertaking the task of balancing asset value with 
liability value over multiple decades necessarily 
requires actuaries to make analytical assumptions.  
The most important assumption relates to the ex-
pected rate of return on investments (or, stated 
another way, the expected level of investment in-
come).  Other assumptions relate to the expected 
timing of benefit payments.  KPERS uses a trienni-
al experience study as its instrument for regularly 
reviewing important actuarial assumptions about 
investment returns and the behavioral patterns of its 
members.

Chart 3 captures how actual, year-to-year experi-
ence matched-up against key actuarial assumptions, 
and how year-to-year mis-matches drove KPERS’s 
system-wide unfunded actuarial liability.   The line-
graph records the annual levels of the unfunded 
actuarial liability since 1994.9 The bar-graph re-
cords three key components that drove the year-
to-year change in the unfunded actuarial liability:  
(1) investment returns, (2) a statutory cap on cer-
tain employer contribution rates, and (3) a collec-
tion of miscellaneous factors that generally relate to 
actuarial procedures.  A discussion of each of these 
three factors follows.

7 Rachel Barkley, “The State of State Pension Plans 2013: A Deep Dive into Shortfalls and Surpluses,” Morningstar, Inc.
8 The Pew Charitable Trust, “Funded Ratios Increased in Most States in Fiscal Year 2014,” August 25, 2016.
9 Note that Chart 3 skips the year 2000, because KPERS actuaries changed valuation dates from June to December.
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Investment Returns
The red-colored part of the bar-graph in Chart 
3 illustrates the dollar value of actual investment 
income compared to the assumed level of invest-
ment income, as it relates to the positive or negative 
change in the unfunded actuarial liability.  KPERS 
consistently assumed an 8.0 percent average annu-
al rate of return on its investment portfolio.  From 
1990 through 2015, KPERS’s earned an average in-
vestment rate of return of 8.9 percent.10  Everyone 
should understand—and expect—that investment 
returns will vary from year to year.

From 2001 through 2015, worse-than-expected in-
vestment returns occurred in about two-thirds of 
the years, thereby adding to the unfunded actuarial 

liability.  However, in the other one-third of the 
years, better-than-expected investment returns 
helped to reduce the unfunded actuarial liability.  
For example, as a tutorial for reading Chart 3, the 
line-graph shows the unfunded actuarial liability in-
creasing by $2.7 billion from 2007 to 2008.  Now 
match that $2.7 billion increase to the bar-graph for 
the year 2008:  the worse-than-expected investment 
performance for that year contributed $2.3 billion 
(85%) to the total increase.  However, from 2008 to 
2009, the unfunded actuarial liability decreased by 
about $600 million; the 2009 bar-graph shows that 
the better-than-expected investment returns drove 
this decline (off-setting the addition to the unfunded 
actuarial liability contributed by the statutory cap 
on employer contributions).
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10 KPERS Website, captured on September 17, 2016.  http://www.kpers.org/about/investments.html
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As a general matter, one can see from Chart 3 that 
actual-versus-expected investment performance 
had the largest influence on the year-to-year chang-
es in the unfunded actuarial liability.  This fact 
highlights the importance of allowing the employer 
contribution rate to act as an automatic correction 
mechanism for the actuarial balance of the system.  

The Statutory Cap on Employer Contribution 
Rates
The blue-colored part of the bar-graph in Chart 3 il-
lustrates the influence that the legislatively-imposed 
statutory cap on employer contributions had on the 
unfunded actuarial liability.  The statutory cap ap-
plied only to the State/School plan and the Local 
Government retirement plans (never the retirement 
plans for law enforcement, firefighter, and judges) 
and dates back to legislation passed in 1993.11  The 
statutory cap consistently added to the unfunded 
actuarial liability since its implementation in 1995.
  
Understanding the impact of the statutory cap re-
quires an understanding of how the employer contri-
bution rates work as an automatic correction mech-
anism in the KPERS funding system.  Employee 
contribution rates are fixed by law.  (See Exhibit 2.)  
KPERS actuaries rely on an assumed annual rate 
of return on investments; as already discussed, they 
happen to use an assumption of an 8.0 percent rate 
of return on investment, but any assumption would 
have the same operational implications for the em-
ployer contribution rates.  By design, the employ-
er contribution rate varies and is set based on the 
actual investment return realized  in a given year; 
specifically, KPERS’s actuaries use the value of 
KPERS’s assets (based on the 8.0 percent return-on-

Fiscal Year State/School 
Cap

Local Cap

1995 0.10% 0.10%
1996-2005 0.20% 0.15%

2006 0.40%* 0.15%*
2007 0.50%* 0.40%*
2008 0.60%* 0.50%*

2009-2013 0.60%* 0.60%*
2014 0.90% #

2015 1.00% #
2016 1.10% #

2017 forward 1.20% #

investment assumption) to set the actuarially-deter-
mined employer contribution rate to be used two 
years hence (but constrained each year by the statu-
tory cap).  When investment returns exceed expec-
tations, the employer contribution rate will decline; 
when investment returns are below expectations, 
the employer contribution rate will increase.  This 
year-to-year variability of the employer contribu-
tion rate helps KPERS keep the retirement plans in 
long-run actuarial balance.

The statutory cap limited how much the employ-
er contribution rate could increase, so it interfered 
with the employer contribution rate as an automatic 
correction mechanism.  (Exhibit 1 reports the his-
torical levels of the statutory cap.)  Chart 4a and 
Chart 4b illustrate the working of the statutory cap 
for the State/School plan.  (Beginning in 1988, the 

Exhibit 1: A History of the Statutory Cap

Source: KPERS Annual Reports
Notes: * Plus the cost of any benefit enhacements.
# Local statutory rate the same as actuarial rate.

11  The statutory cap originated with legislation enacted in 1993.  According to the KPERS 1993 Annual Report (p. 3): “During 
the 1993 legislative session, the KPERS Omnibus Retirement Bill was passed into law, providing the most comprehensive 
package of benefit and funding enhancements in the history of the Retirement System.” The author could not locate docu-
mentation describing the rationale for the statutory cap.  However, Kristen Basso, Communications Officer for KPERS, shared 
this correspondence (August 26, 2016): “Everyone I have talked to has confirmed my original thought that the new statutory 
cap was created to help manage the expected employer contribution rate increases to fund the benefit enhancements.  So that 
employers would not have an immediate, sharp hike, but a more manageable phase in.  The statutory and actuarial rates were 
initially expected to meet after a short time.”
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Chart 4a: Employer Contribution Rates for State & School Combined, 
Actuarial vs. Statutory

Chart 4b: Employer Contribution Rates for State & School Separately, 
Actuarial vs. Statutory

 Source: Kansas Public Employees Retirement System, Annual Reports, various years.
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Chart 4a: Employer Contribution Rates for State & School Combined, 
Actuarial vs. Statutory

Chart 4b: Employer Contribution Rates for State & School Separately, 
Actuarial vs. Statutory

 Source: Kansas Public Employees Retirement System, Annual Reports, various years.

KPERS Board combined the State and School sys-
tems.)

Chart 4a and Chart 4b show the historical gap be-
tween the actuarially-determined employer contri-
bution rate and the statutory rate allowed by the 
cap.  The State/School plan—or, more accurately, 
the School part of the plan—is the one responsible 
for most of KPERS’s current actuarial underfund-
ing. (The statutory cap stopped being a constraint 
on the Local Government plan in 2013.)

Chart 4a shows the time trend for the actuarial and 
statutory employer contribution rates.  Notice that 
the two rates began to diverge in 1995, the year 
in which the statutory cap (enacted in 1993) be-
came binding, and have been in various states of 
divergence since that time.  The leveling-off of 
the actuarial rates from 2012 through 2018 can be 
explained by the better-than-expected performance 
of KPERS’s investment portfolio, which recorded 
an investment return of 10.5 percent from 2010 
through 2015.12  (Recall, with regard to Charts 4a 
and 4b, that the contribution rates are actuarially set 
by portfolio valuations measured two years earlier.)  
The leveling-off of the statutory rates from 2014 
through 2017 resulted from legislative changes to 
the applicable statutory rate that were associated 
with state government budget-balancing efforts.  
For 2015, 2016, and 2017, the scheduled statutory 
rates (governed by the statutory cap) were 11.27%, 
12.37, and 13.57%, respectively; however, legisla-
tion reset the rates to 8.65%, 10.91%, and 10.81%.13  

Chart 4b helps to explain an important institutional 
feature of the KPERS School/State retirement plan.  
The State plan, with only two exceptions since sep-
arate plan measurement re-started in 2007, experi-
enced statutory contribution rates in excess of the 

actuarial contribution rates.  The School plan has 
accounted for the divergence between the actuarial 
rate and the statutory rate.  By law, “excess” em-
ployer contributions to the State plan must be allo-
cated to the School plan to help close the unfunded 
actuarial balance.14 

Despite the historical divergence between the statu-
tory rates and the actuarial rates of the State/School 
plan, KPERS’s actuaries expect the rates to con-
verge the same way the rates converged for the Lo-
cal Government plan.  In fact, the actuarial section 
of the 2016 KPERS Annual Report projects this 
convergence to happen in the 2019 fiscal year—if 
the assumption of an 8.0 percent rate of return on 
investment holds.15     

Other Miscellaneous Factors
In Chart 3, the green-colored part of the bar-graph 
illustrates a catch-all category labeled Other; and 
shows how this category of factors influenced the 
year-to-year changes in the unfunded actuarial lia-
bility.  It includes the following items: 

• Member Behavior: Actual vs. Assumed
• Assumption Changes
• Changes in Data/Procedures
• Change in Cost Method
• Amortization Method
• Change in Benefit Provisions
• Change in Actuarial Firm/Software
• Bond Issuance

As Chart 3 illustrates, the contribution of this 
collection of items can often have a substantial im-
pact on the changes to the unfunded actuarial liabili-
ty.  Most of the items relate to actuarial procedures 
whose influence on the unfunded actuarial liabili-
ty occur somewhat randomly.  The item related to 

12 KPERS Website, captured on September 17, 2016.  http://www.kpers.org/about/investments.html
13  Senate Bill 228 (2015 Session).  In addition, House Substitute for SB 161 (2016 Session) provided for delayed payments to the 

State/School system of up to $100 million, but stipulated that the state government had to repay the deferred amount—with 
8.0 percent interest—by June 30, 2018.

14 K.S.A. 74-4920.
15 KPERS, “Stepping Soundly,” 2016 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016, p. 75.
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Member Behavior has an influence in almost 
every year, but that influence can add to or subtract 
from the unfunded actuarial liability.  As mentioned 
above, KPERS undertakes a review of all of its as-
sumptions every three years—Member Behavior 
included—and revises them to incorporate actual 
experience. 

The Bond Issuance item deserves special comment.  
Three times since the implementation of the statuto-
ry cap the state government has issued bonds to help 
pay-down the unfunded actuarial liability.  The first 
two bond-funded contributions occurred in 2002 
($41 million) and 2003 ($440 million).16  The most 
recent bond issue took place in August of 2015, in 
the amount of $1 billion.  The State General Fund 
will bear the responsibility of paying the debt ser-
vice on the 2015 bond issue.  The actuarial impact 
of this pay-down of the underfunded actuarial bal-
ance shows up clearly on Chart 3 and helps explain 
the sharp convergence of the actuarial and statutory 
rates in Charts 4a and 4b.17  (Legislation passed in 
201218 also dedicated specific revenue streams to 
paying-down the unfunded actuarial liability: (1) 50 
percent of the revenue generated for the Expanded 
Lottery Act Reserve Fund, after subtracting $10.5 
million earmarked for alternative uses and (2) 80 
percent of the proceeds generated from the periodic 
sale of specified state property.)

KPERS Unfunded Actuarial Liability in 
a Forward-Looking Context
The financial crisis of 2008 and the abnormally 
slow-growing economy since that time have moti-
vated scholars, industry analysts, and policy makers 
to scrutinize the solvency of public pensions.  One 
of the major themes that resulted from this increased 
scrutiny relates to the most appropriate way to mea-

sure the actuarial value of pension plan liabilities.
For readers not familiar with financial and actuarial 
calculations, this topic can quickly become com-
plex.  One straightforward way to think about the 
matter is this: the actuarial value of pension liabili-
ties varies inversely with the expected rate of return 
on pension investments (just as indicated by the 
future value and present value equations discussed 
above).  KPERS has traditionally used an expected 
rate of return of 8.0 percent.  But what if, despite 
KPERS’s past investment history of achieving this 
goal, a future expectation of an 8.0 percent aver-
age annual return on investment is too optimistic?  
What if, for the sake of illustration, 4.0 percent rep-
resents a more realistic rate of return?  That would 
imply that KPERS’s underfunded actuarial liability 
reported in Chart 3 is much higher—approximately 
53 percent higher, all else equal. 

The much higher unfunded actuarial liability that 
results from lower rates of return on investment 
represents the primary basis of concern among 
pension analysts.  In fact, the Government Ac-
counting Standards Board issued new standards in 
2012 (known as GASB 67) for calculating pension 
liabilities.  KPERS’s actuaries explained the new 
standards this way: “GASB 67 replaces GASB 25, 
and represents a significant departure from the re-
quirements of that older statement.  GASB 25 was 
more closely tied to funding efforts in that it re-
quired pension plans to report items consistent with 
the results of the plan’s actuarial valuations, as long 
as those valuations met certain parameters.  GASB 
67 basically separates accounting from funding by 
creating disclosure and reporting requirements that 
may or may not be consistent with the basis used for 
funding the System.”19 

In other words, as a practical matter, the 
16 KPERS, Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2003, p. 21.
17   Senate Bill 228 (2015 Session) authorized the bond issue.  For a convenient summary of this, and other, KPERS-related legis-

lation, see: Cavanaugh Macdonald Consulting, “GASB Statement No. 67 Report for the Kansas Public Employees Retirement 
System,” Measurement Date: June 30, 2015, pp. 10-15.

18 HB 2333.
19  Cavanaugh Macdonald Consulting, “GASB Statement No. 67 Report for the Kansas Public Employees Retirement System.” 

Measurement Date: June 30, 2015, p. 2.
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actuaries’ statement says that GASB used to accept 
calculations of pension liabilities that relied on the 
assumed rate of return on investments (8.0 percent, 
in KPERS’s case).  The new standard, however, 
says that if certain conditions related to a plan’s fi-
nancial situation are not met, then the plan must use 
a different rate of return assumption to report the 
actuarial value of its liabilities; specifically, GASB 
67 says the plan must use an investment return mea-
sured by a 20-year tax-exempt municipal bond with 
a credit rating of AA/Aa or higher.20   For 2015, that 
rate of return would have been 3.49 percent.21  (Ac-
ademic economists often argue for the use of a risk-
free rate of return to value pension liabilities, which 
might produce a rate even lower than the bench-
mark rate recommended by GASB.22  For example, 
for 2015, the rate on a 30-year U.S. Treasury bond 
would have been 2.8 percent.)

For Kansas policy makers, the above comment on 
GASB 67 made by the KPERS actuaries has a prac-
tical, operational perspective.  KPERS has, in fact, 
generated investment returns, on an average annu-
al basis, consistent with its actuarial assumptions.  
Perhaps those assumptions will not materialize in 
the future.  However, if such a deficiency happens, 
actuaries will respond by adjusting the employer 
contribution rate to maintain actuarial balance from 
a funding perspective.  If the actual return on in-
vestments is lower that the assumed rate of return, 
the employer contribution will increase to reflect 
that fact.  By design, the government employers 
of Kansas have approximately two fiscal years to 

budget for the actuarially-required employer con-
tribution rates, as estimated by KPERS’s actuaries.  
The retirement system will preserve its current de-
gree of actuarial balance if lawmakers in Kansas 
honor the year-to-year budgeting process by using 
the actuarial-determined employer contribution 
rates. 

As discussed earlier, Kansas lawmakers have made 
several legislative efforts to both reduce the unfund-
ed actuarial liability and remedy the historical con-
straint imposed by the statutory cap.  In addition, 
all new government employees (except Correctional 
officers) hired after January 1, 2015, will participate 
in a newly-created “cash balance” retirement plan, 
instead of the more traditional defined-benefit plans 
previously offered.  (See Exhibit 2.)  As of Decem-
ber 31, 2015, about 11 percent of KPERS’s members 
were enrolled in the new, Tier 3 cash balance plan.23 

Cash balance retirement plans have become a pop-
ular design for retirement plans.  For the employee, 
they offer many of the same portability benefits as 
defined contribution plans—like 401(k) or 403(b) 
plans—but also offer a guaranteed rate of return.  For 
the employer, at least in principle, they can provide 
more funding certainty, but do not necessarily lower 
overall outlays for taxpayer-funded employers.24 
  
From a fiscal policy perspective, cash balance re-
tirement plans continue to place investment risk 
on the plan administrator—KPERS, in the case of 
Kansas.  Just as with the traditional defined-benefit 

20  Ibid., p. 3.  For the 2016 fiscal year, KPERS met the criteria necessary to use its 8.0 percent return assumption.  GASB rec-
ommends the rate published by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System: the Bond Buyers General Obligation. 

21 20-Year Municipal Bond Index Rate. 
22  For a recent discussion, see: Jeffrey R. Brown and George G. Pennacchi, “Discounting Pension Liabilities: Funding versus 

Value,” NBER Working Paper 21276, June 2015.
23  Cavanaugh Macdonald Consulting, “Kansas Public Employees Retirement System: Valuation Report as of December 31, 

2015,” p. 2.
24  For more discussion on cash balance plans, see: Kenneth R. Elliot and James H. Moore, Jr., “Cash Balance Pension Plans: The 

New Wave,” Compensation and Working Conditions, Summer 2000; Kevin E. Cahill and Mauricio Soto, “How Do Cash Bal-
ance Plans Affect the Pension Landscape?” Issue Brief 14, Center for Retirement Research at Boston College, December 2003; 
Girard Miller, “Cash-Balance Pension Plans: A Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing?” Governing Magazine, May 3, 2012.
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plans offered by KPERS, integrity with regard to 
the required employer contribution rates remains 
the key element to maintaining the actuarial integri-
ty of the overall retirement system. 

Governor Brownback and his Director of the Budget 
responded to the cash balance plan initiative this way:

   The 2012 Legislature initiated a cash balance 
plan for all new employees both in the KPERS 
School and State systems in 2012 Senate Sub-
stitute for Substitute for House Bill No. 2333.  
While the Governor signed the bill and it became 
law, it represents only a small improvement over 
the current system that has led to obligating the 
citizens of Kansas to pay an Unfunded Accrued 
Actuarial Liability (UAAL) that has grown to ex-
ceed $8 billion.

 . . .
  Meeting this obligation will take away from oth-

er essential services such as financing classroom 
teacher salaries, ongoing repairs of state high-
ways and fulfilling obligations to public safety.  
The Division of the Budget (DOB) has evaluated 
the current cash balance plan and has confirmed 
there is no funding source to cover these ever in-
creasing obligations other than the State General 
Fund.  In order to maintain a more stable envi-
ronment both for the present generation and fu-
ture Kansas generations, the Governor proposes 
that the 2013 Legislature consider a more fiscally 
responsible course of action.25 

Nothing in the record indicates that the Legislature 
responded to Governor Brownback’s call for “a 

more fiscally responsible course of action.”  Com-
ments made by Governor Brownback in his 2012 
State of the State Address revealed his opinion 
about what a more fiscally responsible course of ac-
tion would look like: a defined-contribution system, 
a system like a 401(k) or 403(b) plan for new em-
ployees, a system that eliminates budgetary uncer-
tainty for employers, but not budgetary expenses.  
However, even if the Legislature had chosen a de-
fined-contribution approach instead of a cash-bal-
ance approach, Kansas taxpayers remain liable for 
the obligations that accumulated in the chronically 
underfunded KPERS defined-benefit system, and 
those obligations require lawmakers to honor the 
role of employer contribution rates to keep KPERS 
in actuarial balance.

25  Kansas Division of the Budget, The Governor’s Budget Report, Fiscal Year 2014, Vol. 1, p. 339.  The recommendation and 
legislation producing the cash balance plan appears to have originated as a “last-minute” effort associated with the legisla-
tively-authorized, 13-member KPERS Study Commission.  Richard Strumpf, a Wichita, KS-based financial planner and a 
Commission member selected by Governor Brownback, deemed the Commission a failure.  In an opinion-editorial, Strumpf 
wrote: “Our meetings are completed.  What did we accomplish?  Nothing positive.  Raised costs.  Increased complexity.  
Kicked the can further down the road.  In other words, political gamesmanship won, and the taxpayers and state employees 
lost.”  (See Richard Strumpf, “KPERS Commission a Failure,” Lawrence Journal-World, December 21, 2011.) For a discussion 
of some of the political gamesmanship and a discussion of the origins of the cash balance plan proposal, see two documents:  
(1) the minority report of the final report of the Kansas Public Employees Retirement System Study Commission (prepared 
by the Kansas Legislative Research Department, December 31, 2011) and (2) Testimony of Rebecca Proctor to the Kansas 
House Pensions and Benefits Committee, February 13, 2013.
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Tier/Applicable 
Hire Date

Employee Contribution Retirement Benefits

Tier 1
Hired before July 1, 
2009

• 4% (2013 and before)
• 5% (2014)
• 6% (2015 and after)

Before July 1, 1993, contributions earn 8% interest.
After July 1, 1993, contributions earn 4% interest.†

Annual Benefit =
Final average salary
 x statutory multiplier
 x years of service

Statutory Multiplier:
1.75% for service before 2014
1.85% for participating service January 2014 and 
after.

Tier 2
Hired July 1, 2009 – 
December 31, 2014

• 6% Contributions earn 4% interest.†

Annual Benefit =
Final average salary
x statutory multiplier (1.85%)
x years of service 

The final average salary is an average of the em-
ployee’s five highest years of salary, excluding 
additional compensation, such as payments for 
unused sick and annual leave.  If an employee’s 
salary increases substantially from year to year, a 
7.5% cap may be used.  Generally, the cap applies 
when an employee’s salary changes and his or her 
position does not.

Tier 3
Hired after January 
1, 2015 (except Cor-
rectional Officers, 
who remain Tier 2)

• 6%
• Credits (% of payroll)
 o < 5 Yrs:  3%
 o 5-11 Yrs:  4%
 o 12-23 Yrs:  5%
 o 24 + Yrs:  6%

Contributions and credits 
earn 4% interest annually 
(paid quarterly).  There is also 
a possibility of additional in-
terest, depending on KPERS’ 
investment returns.*

At retirement, both an employee’s contribution 
account balance and retirement credits are used 
to calculate a lifetime monthly benefit, along with 
some actuarial factors.

The annuity interest rate for Tier 3 members who 
take early retirement is adjusted from 6 percent to 
the actuarially assumed investment rate of return, 
which will be established by the KPERS
Board of Trustees, minus 2 percent.

Exhibit 2:  Select Details of KPER’s Tiers
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†  The amount of interest paid on employee contributions changed as part of the 1993 law that expanded benefits.  The policy rationale for mak-
ing this change seems lost to history.  However, one can reasonably infer that the change became part of an overall legislative package to manage 
the future expenses of the system in light of the expanded package of benefits.  Even though KPERS continued to use an eight percent assumed 
investment rate of return, benefit formulas result from legislative decisions.  The table shows that paying four percent on employee contributions has 
endured alongside of the eight percent assumed investment rate of return.

* “The additional interest credits, referred to as “dividends,” are equal to 75% of the five-year average net compound rate of return, as determined 
by the [KPERS] board, for the preceding calendar year and the previous four calendar years on the market value of the assets that is above 6%.  If 
applicable, the dividend is granted as soon as administratively feasible after March 31 and is credited on the account balance as of the previous 
December 31.  Transition rules apply for the initial years until the Cash Balance Plan has been effective for five full calendar years (January 1, 2020).”  
http://www.kpers.org/valuationreport123115.pdf, p. 2.

Source:  KPERS Website
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